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Compare the range >
Multidefend >

Firedefend >

Thermaldefend >

Woodgraindefend >

Rotec multidefend steel doorsets combine

The Firedefend is designed to provide the requisite

The Thermaldefend has been designed to reduce

Rotec have carried out extensive research

unrivalled aesthetics with quality and flexibility to

fire performance with high-aesthetic qualities.

cold or hot transmission between rooms and the

and development into this product to provide a

provide an industry leading product.

Single doorsets are tested and certified for six-hours’ fire protection,
and double doorsets are tested and certified for four-hours’
fire protection.

external element.

door that is aesthetically very pleasing without

The Thermaldefend range has an estimated U-value of 0.6 w/m2k,
and is available as single and double doorsets for internal
and external use.

comprising security.

Multidefend doors are available in single and double doorsets with a
large range of hardware, vision and ventilation options, in primed and
factory finished power-coating. Side-panels and over-panels
are also available.

The woodgrain effect which is available in any shade, makes it
suitable for any application.

The multidefend range is extremely versatile, and is suitable for any
internal or external applications. It combines strength with elegance,
durability and cost-effectiveness.

The Firedefend range is suited to a variety of applications and
designed to cope with general usage. They are available with either
a side panel or over-panel, and can be fitted with ironmongery to
meet the most demanding specifications. Fire-rated louvres and
vision panels are also available.

Securedefend >

Marinedefend >

Sportsdefend >

Sounddefend >

All of the security doors we supply and install have

Specifically designed for use in swimming

Rotec have carried out extensive research and

The Sounddefend has been designed to

been intensely tested independently by a third

pools, corrosive or coastal locations. With a

development into this product to provide a door that

reduce sound transmission between rooms and

party achieving Security Rated certification to Levels

considered selection of zinc-coated, galvanised

can specifically be used in Sports Hall environments

the external element, as well as providing sound

1, 2, 3 and 4 which comply with ‘Secured

and stainless steel materials coated with a

contained within Sports Centres and Schools where

privacy for sensitive environments.

by Design’ standards.

marine-grade colour finish, you can expect a

ball games and physical activity is taking place.

The Securedefend range is a high-security solution which provides
an aesthetic door appearance, designed with a choice of four
grades to resist varying levels of threat and attempts at forced entry
which are all available for personnel or escape use. Single or double
doorsets are also available with a range of vision panels.

considerably extended product life.

The frame sits flush with the inside face of the structure and rebound
boards are fitted to the inside face to give a flush appearance with
the adjacent wall and conceal the panic assembly and lever furniture.
This overall assembly gives greater safety to the users of the hall and
complies with the Sport England design and technical guidelines.

It is available as single and double acoustic doorsets for internal and
external use, with options for glazing and louvre ventilation.

Rotec have achieved excellent protection in these types of locations.
Standard powder-coated doors are vulnerable in these areas due to
the porous nature of the material.
The Marinedefend door range is a competitively priced product
that provides a doorset that is fit for purpose and which will
avoid unnecessary future costs in repairing, repainting and even
replacing due to damage and rusting of the door. Available in single
and double doorsets with a wide range of ironmongery, over-panels,
side-panels, vision and louvred panels also available.
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A wide range of ironmongery, over-panels, side-panels and vision
panels are also available.

Sportsdefend doors are available as single or double doorsets
with side-panel and over-panel options to suit a range of internal
or external applications. They combine strength with elegance,
durability, and cost-effectiveness.

Available in single and double doorsets with a wide range of
ironmongery, over-panels, side-panels, vision and louvred panels
also available.

The Sounddefend range has been tested to 50dB, and provides
solutions to many applications with it meeting the high standards
required by environmental and local authorities.
A wide range of ironmongery, over-panels, side-panels and vision
panels are also available.
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